
Social Entrepreneur (earlier Software Project manager)- 
Purushotham Joshi and ex Army Doctor, Dr Allam Prabhu, 
began a Mission for transformation of villages 

 

    

Purushotham Joshi                    Dr Allama Prabhu 

Meet Purushotham Joshi, social entrepreneur, ex Software professional  from 

Bangalore  and Dr Allam Prabhu, leading Gynecologist and Obstetrician, ex Army 

Doctor, from Ponnampet, Kodagu who are building foundational steps for social 

development initiative,, GYANADHARA FOUNDATION TRUST, with mission to “Regain 

pride of farmers and creating better world” since 2 years. Earlier Purushotham worked 

with a lucrative job at WIPRO technologies, as Senior Project Manager, where he 

worked for 14.5 years and also worked in US for 4 years. In spite of all success in his 

job, he quit his corporate responsibility, to work on his journey for bringing hope to 

village brotherhood in North Karnataka in initial phases of project. And Dr Prabhu is a 

special doctor who is extremely benevolent person, creates smiles and heals people 

with a selfless attitude, and cycle enthusiast. 

            People and specially farmers from North Karnataka districts, 13 districts of, 

Bidar, Gulbarga, Yadgir, Raichur, Bijapur, Bagalkot, Belgaum, Dharwar, Gadag, Koppal, 

Haveri, Bellary, Davanegere have always been at disadvantage due to various reasons, 

with almost very minimum growth, and agriculture being the main occupation for many 

and we encounter real life incidents, of extreme frustration for many farmers, their 



 families, and students and their hopelessness. We share the reasoning behind the 

initiative. 

            Undeterred of issues and situations, we believe that the conditions of farmers 

brotherhood and students can be drastically improved, by building logical Golden gate 

bridge, collaborating with expertise of skilled resources who have achieved 

considerable success and applying natural based farming techniques in dedicated and 

proper framework, to the grass root levels of the villages. We are working with schools 

in Hallikhed(B), Bidar and Tad Tegnur  village in Gulbarga districts, in building 

confidence, and started working with Farming community there, to build confidence and 

stand on their feet. 

            Take a look at the  Video, “Story behind initiation of Gyanadhara“ and Brochure 

for more details, where we are building framework for achieving hope, kindling the 

entrepreneur spirit and sustainability for Farmers brotherhood, through innovative 

education and collaboration for creating new belief levels, explore and apply proven 

techniques of natural farming (free of poisonous chemicals) and improved product life 

cycles and creating environment for sustainability of farming community. Having 

counseled hundreds of youngsters to believe in themselves and our personal finances 

and dedicated effort, have registered  Gyanadhara Foundation, formed the core team, 

registered as public non-profit organization, secured the 80G from Income Tax 

Commissioner, and working with schools in villages in Bidar , Gulbarga districts 

  We plan to bring change in 10 villages in I Phase, and extend to 30 villages in 2nd 

Phase in North karnataka, to bring proven expertise in the language and local 

environments, use necessary methods suitable to the grassroots level to support 

education and farming. 


